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I. Summary and Methodology
The 2020 Connectivity Plan effort commenced at the May 5, 2020 City Council
meeting. At this meeting, Council outlined the plan update effort with an emphasis
on resident participation.
The public engagement effort would be conducted through a series of individual ward
sessions, six (6) in total. Council members would seek out representatives to
participate in these sessions. Feedback would also be received through on-going,
online feedback via the city’s website. Additionally, staff would explore other ways
to gain feedback from residents outside of the traditional meeting structure.
This preliminary report represents the results of this public engagement effort. Each
step is summarized along with preliminary findings. The public engagement insight
will direct the update of the connectivity priority map of the 2020 Connectivity Plan.

II. Ward Sessions
The following sessions were held over the course of June-July 2020. Participants
included ward residents (forty (40) in total), city staff, council members and the
mayor. All sessions were held remotely via videoconference due to concerns over
COVID-19.

Each session followed a similar agenda beginning with project background presented
by staff, followed by feedback from each individual resident and closed with
discussion on potential high priority segments.
The full meeting minutes for each session are included in this report. The following
themes were observed through these discussions:
• Focus should start with main arterial roads, including Middleton Road, SR 91,
SR 303, Hines Hill Road, Ravenna Street, Stow Road, Barlow Road, Valley View
Road
• Resident frustration with inability to walk/bike to schools, parks and
downtown
• Concern with high-speed streets not having safe connections. Local streets
with lower traffic speeds were generally not a priority
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Connections are needed from neighborhoods to the Hike and Bike Trail
Outer neighborhoods are in need of connectivity to schools, parks and
downtown
Respondents in outer neighborhoods tended to prioritize connections along
main corridors over sidewalks within the neighborhoods
Safety measures need to be installed at key locations including crossings and
signage. Schools should be prioritized in these efforts

At each session, each participant was asked to identify connections which, in their
opinion, would be most impactful to the community. The graph below summarizes
the response data.

III. Survey and Website
The City of Hudson website Connectivity Plan Homepage was launched in June prior
to the Ward Focus Sessions. The webpage contains project updates, access to all
meeting minutes and video recordings, and, most importantly, a resident feedback
tool to expand community input.
The online feedback was active from June 12, 2020 – August 10, 2020. The website
response was tremendous with a total of 253 residents participating. The openended survey allowed residents to make general comments on any aspect of the
Connectivity plan.
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The full list of survey responses is included in this report. The following themes were
observed:
• Middleton Road was by far the most mentioned location. Comments
frequently requested a sidewalk along Middleton to link to such destinations
as Downtown, Middleton Park, and Ellsworth Hill Elementary.
• Other locations frequently mentioned include SR 91, SR 303, Stow Road and
Hines Hill Road. These comments correlated with the comments received
during the Ward Focus Sessions and reinforced the desire for connections
along main arterial roads.

•

•

Other key words/themes included the mention of biking, safety, and
accessibility to downtown. These were often discussed in the same context,
referring to the desire for a household to safely bike from their neighborhood
along main roads to downtown.
Safety was also mentioned frequently in the context of increasing number of
multipurpose trails, installing additional crosswalks or modifications to
highlight existing crosswalks, and installation of signage to highlight
pedestrian or bike amenities to drivers.
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IV. Hudson Farmers Market
City Staff attended the August 8, 2020 Hudson Farmers Market to gain additional
feedback. A large citywide map was displayed showing all existing and proposed
connections. Respondents were asked to identify their most impactful connections
by placing a pin on the map. The feedback received reinforced the findings of the
website survey and ward session meetings, with main arterial roads being the most
discussed connections.
Electric bike demonstration rides were also provided by Pedego Electric Bikes,
Peninsula, OH in an effort to increase bike awareness. Pedego staff instructed
participants on the operation of the bikes before setting off on a downtown ride.

Pedego E-Bike Station

City Staff Collecting Feedback

V. Findings
Staff has observed the following findings to help guide the priority ranking system.
• Prioritize connections on arterial streets. Key segments include:
o State Route 91 and 303
o Middleton Road
o Hines Hill Road
o Stow Road
o Valley View Road
o Barlow Road
o Boston Mills Road
• Connect isolated neighborhoods to the larger community
• Connect downtown into the regional trail network along the rail corridor
• Target a larger scale implementation to create a stronger network in a shorter
timeframe
• Address safety needs within the network including:
o Enhanced pedestrian crosswalks
o Prioritize off-road trails/sidewalks over on-road bike lanes
o Address maintenance needs (pavement condition, tree trimming,
pavement markings, obstructions)
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Possible changes to the established 2018 Connectivity Plan scoring system based on
resident feedback:
• Add points for arterial streets. This could include any road with a speed limit
over 25 mph or could be based on traffic counts (average daily traffic)
• Increase weight for connecting neighborhoods
• Map and score rail corridor connection intersecting Barlow Road
• Combine segments along main streets to score and review as one corridor
• Integrate crosswalks into the plan/scoring system

VII. Next Steps
Staff proposes the following timeline for the completion of the plan:
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Priority Connections - Survey Results
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